BEFORE YOU ORDER:
1. Why do we need your Twitter password?
In order to follow and unfollow people on your behalf or tweet for you, we need to be able to access
your account. Your password is safe with us, will not be shared, and will only be used to help you get
followers (and/or do any other twitter services you’ve ordered). We take this very seriously. This is a
business. It would not be good business practice to use your password in a harmful way. We understand
the importance of this and thank you in advance for your trust.

FOLLOWING/FOLLOWERS:
This service would take over 7 hours per month if done manually. All for just $12.50/month--down to
just $6.25/month ($75/year) if you pay one year in advance! Contact me to find out how.

1. Why is my account following people? I just want followers

The best way to get the right followers is to follow the right people. An average of 20% of people you
follow will follow you back. With a brand new account the percentage is a bit lower, and also accounts
that aren't offering much value or isn't of much interest to the majority of people will also have a
smaller percentage of followbacks. Because of Twitter's strict regulations and keen radar for spam, the
first week we have you set up to follow 25 people per day. The second week you will follow 30-40
people per day. Each week will go up gradually until you reach 80 per day. The max you can follow per
day without getting your account suspended is around 80 (until you have about 5,000 followers, then I
up it to 100 per day, and once you reach 10,000 followers, I up it to 120 per day, and so on). That is
because you need to wait 4 days for people to follow you back. This gives them enough time to follow
you back. Anyone who does not follow back in 4 days is not active enough on twitter to be worth it to
continue following them, so we unfollow those who do not follow you back after 4 days. Using this
strategy your following to followers ratio will always be within Twitter's regulations, and your
follow/unfollow churning will not be drastic.

2. Why does it take so long to get the followers?
By doing this method, because of the gradual increase during the first two months, you will most likely
get about 600 followers in the first two months (this is average and depends on many factors, like your
niche, for instance). The third month and on you will most likely get about 600 each month (some
accounts get less followbacks, some accounts get more followbacks). Sounds like a long time but it's
because of twitter's regulations. You will only be following people who are interested in your
niche/topics. Therefore, people who follow you back will be interested in what you are all about. And
once you have over 10,000 followers you get followers MUCH faster.
It is not like other services where people say they will get you followers, but they are fake accounts.
These are real accounts, real people, and not just random people, but people who are actually
interested in what you're all about. The only reason to get fake accounts is to look more popular on
twitter. 600 real people following you is worth more than 30,000 fake accounts if you want to use
twitter for more than just popularity. But it is possible that a combination of both would also be
beneficial. But we currently only specialize in getting you real followers.

3. Some of the people following me don’t seem like people who would be interested in my site
or my twitter topic. Why are they following me?
It's important to not over-analyze who you are following, and who is following you. There is a reason.
Something they've said or someone they are following has made it evident that they would be
interested in your twitter topic/site topic.

4. Foreign accounts are following me. I don’t want people outside my location or language to
follow me.
Some of the people who follow you may simply be finding you on their own, and it won’t have anything
to do with what Twonder Woman is doing. We can’t control other people. We can only control what is
happening with your account, so we can’t stop any certain people from following you. It’s also possible
that a foreign account will get in the mix every now and then, and we apologize. We will always do our
best to make sure you only follow relevant accounts.

TWEETING:
This service would take over 22 hours a month if done manually. All for just $50 per month--down to
just $25/month ($300/year) if you pay one year in advance! Contact me to find out how.

1. Why am I seeing the same tweet being tweeted more than once from my account?
The first week, we are having you tweet about once every two hours. The second week, you tweet
about once per hour. The third week and every week thereafter, you will be tweeting about once every
30 minutes. With all our research and testing, we have learned that users spend an average of 36
minutes a day on twitter. So as long as your followers see one of your tweets during that time, they will
be reminded of you and you will be in their mind. The other thing is that people are not studying your
tweets as much as you are. People will see one tweet of yours in their home timeline and would not be
able to remember a tweet you already sent out days ago. And based on probability, your followers will
rarely even see a repeat tweet by following this strategy. The other thing is that 3/4 of your tweets
should not be about what you are trying to sell, or about your site. They should be other tweets that are
offering either informational or entertainment value to keep your followers' interest so they don't
develop a blindness of you. 1/4 of your tweets can be about your site and what you are trying to sell if
anything. Remember that your followers are not studying all of your tweets like you are studying your
own tweets. They are seeing your tweets in their home timeline and they'll unlikely ever see the same
tweet twice close enough in time to ever remember that you already tweeted the same thing again. One
of the ways we detract from this is having relevant blog post tweets, in which blogs that are relevant to
your niche will publish a post and a tweet about the post will automatically go out to your followers.
These blogs are carefully and manually selected specifically for your niche and will be of interest to your
followers.

RESPONDING AND RETWEETS:
Save 7 hours per month! For $50/month--down to just $25/month ($300/year) if you pay one year in
advance! Contact me to find out how.
1. What does Response service include?
We will professionally and personally respond to people who are mentioning, talking to, and direct
messaging you on twitter (we even do truetwit validation for you). We also respond to people tweeting
in your home twitter stream and do a few retweets that would be relevant and add value for your
followers. We will on average check every other day to respond to people and do retweets for you. Over
the course of a month, we will have done over 150 manual tweets and retweets on your behalf, plus any
direct messages and all truetwit validations.
This is the most time consuming part of Twonder Woman’s Twitter services, so if you don’t have the
time or patience for it, allow us to do it for you!

OTHER:

1. I'm freaking out! Why is my account suspended (or locked)?
Yep, this happens from time to time, and it can be for any number of reasons, and sometimes it’s even a
glitch caused by Twitter. First off, don't freak out, and don't worry. We can easily get your account
reactivated. The thing about Twitter is that they are very strict. And normal accounts that are not doing
anything wrong and are following twitter's regulations get suspended sometimes. Typically it is newer
accounts. We assure you that we are doing everything in my power to get you as many followers as
possible and as fast as possible while staying within Twitter's regulations. So if this happens to you it is
simply because twitter is suspecting you because something that is happening with your account looks
"suspicious" to them. So they don't even warn you, they just suspend your account. If this happens,
don't fear, just message us. You (or we will do it on your behalf) can contact support and get your
account reactivated usually within 24 hours.

2. What precautions can I take to keep my account from getting suspended (or locked)?

There are things you can do to avoid suspension too. For instance, actually tweeting from your account
from time to time helps to avoid looking like a spam/bot twitter account. Responding to people on
twitter and retweeting other tweets you like also helps. The other thing to think about is if your account
is associated with a business, it is still best for the name to be a person (or a business if it’s only
associated to a business). The username ("at"username) can still be the business name or whatever you
like. It’s best for the profile pic to be a person, or a pic of your business logo is good too, but the default
egg pic is never acceptable. The more real and personal your account seems, and the less spammy, the
less people will report your account as spam.
Remember that your Twitter account is at risk for suspension simply by existing, and we are doing
everything in our power for your account to remain within Twitter’s vague regulations.

3. Twitter is sending me emails wondering if I’m logging in from another location or device.
Most likely it is just me, and because I am in a different location from you, Twitter is worried someone
you have not authorized might be logging into your account. I use secure proxies which will show a
different location, and I also have to log in from my own IP address. Twitter will warn you if they aren’t
sure about something because they care about the security of your account. What you need to do if you
get an email like this from Twitter is first check your tweets and DMs. If everything being sent is by you
or tweets you have authorized to be sent, then there is nothing to worry about. If you see any spam
tweets or DMs coming from your account, you should change your password. If you change your
password, you will need to notify me otherwise I will not be able to continue my work.

4. How can I get more followers?
Refer to “10 Tips for Getting More Followers” here: http://twonderwoman.com/10tips.pdf

5. More Information
Please read our Terms to better understand out services: http://twonderwoman.com/terms

CONTACT:
We will periodically be checking on things to make sure everything is going smoothly. Please let us know
if you see any issues during this process or if you would ever like anything changed or updated, etc.

Let’s keep the lines of communication open. If you ever need to change your password for whatever
reason, just inform us so we can keep things going for you. We are available to answer any questions or
concerns at http://twonderwoman.com/contact , and we typically respond in under 24 hours.

http://twonderwoman.com

Explanations of each service:
Twonder Woman Followers Service: http://twonderwoman.com/followers
Twonder Woman Tweets Service: http://twonderwoman.com/tweets
Twonder Woman Response Service: http://twonderwoman.com/response

You can order here: http://twonderwoman.com/options

